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When an organization is doing better than its rivals, we are often quick 
to attribute performance to its organizational culture. We say we 
admire companies for their culture, and we worry what might happen  
to a company’s culture when there are mergers and acquisitions. When 
an organization is struggling or a shift in strategy is desired, we are 
often quick to say what is needed is a culture change initiative. But 
what do we mean by “culture”? What does an organization’s culture 
really consist of? Where does culture come from? And how does it 
change? Can culture really be changed by an “initiative”? 

This theme will explore these questions and more. This is a timely  
theme, because the nature of organizations and organizing is actively  
fluctuating. The rise of hybrid organizations, holocratic organizations, 
and emergent organizations, as well as diverse social movements, are 
challenging the ways we define, understand, and experience  
organizational life. The idea of culture as a tool to drive goal attainment 
may be worth a second look. Approaching culture from both a  
macro-systems perspective as well as a micro-local perspective—where 
each influences the other—may be a useful way of approaching the 
puzzle. 

With this theme, we explore culture at a variety of levels of analysis, 
focusing on those factors that lead to the establishment of adaptive  
cultures—cultures that lead to human and organizational flourishing 
even in the face of change. We will look at questions such as  

• How do organizations work to change an existing culture?
• What does “culture change” really mean? How does it manifest?

ADAPTIVE CULTURES 
HOW INSTITUTIONS SET CONDITIONS FOR SUCCESS
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In this brief, we took a deep dive into culture. In October, we focused 
on culture as a human universal and on culture in organizations. In 
February, we explored different types of culture and the notion of social 
networks, and we also deepened our understanding of what makes a 
culture adaptive. 

ADAPTIVE AND RESILIENT CULTURES

Adaptive cultures are those cultures “that can help organizations  
anticipate and adapt to environmental change will be associated with 
superior performance over long periods of time” (Kotter & Heskett, 
1992, p. 44). In adaptive cultures, managers are focused on external 
constituencies and their needs. This means they can quickly sense 
when the competitive context is changing. They value leadership and 
devise strategies to nimbly respond to these changes. Importantly, they 
implement new strategies “even if changes must be made in culturally 
engrained behaviors” (p. 54). Adaptive cultures are typically strong as 
well as strategically appropriate. 

Organizational resilience is “the ability to dynamically reinvent  
business models and strategies as circumstances change… It’s about 
continuously anticipating and adjusting to deep, secular trends that 
can permanently impair the earning power of a core business. It’s about 
having the capacity to change before the case for change becomes  
desperately obvious” (Hamel & Välikangas, 2003, p. 53). Resilience I  
is the capacity to “recover after experiencing a crisis, persist in the face 
of threat, and survive trauma” (Välikangas , 2010, p. 19). Resilience II, 
on the other hand, is the capacity to “change without first experiencing 
a crisis, change without a lot of accompanying trauma, and take action 
before it is a final necessity” (p. 19). An adaptive culture would be  
characterized by Resilience II or what Välikangas calls strategic  
resilience, “the capability to turn threats into opportunities prior to  
their becoming either” (p. 20). An adaptive culture, it seems, would be 
one with strategic resilience.

 

EXCERPT FROM FEBRUARY BRIEF
 Dr. Katie Heikkinen
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TIGHT AND LOOSE CULTURES

There are certain fundamental paradoxes inherent to collective life at 
any level of analysis—nation, state or province, organization, or teams. 
Any time people get together, there is a tension between group  
cohesion and individual expression, or similarity and individuality. 
Although every collective has social norms, they will differ in terms of 
how strict these norms are and the tolerance members have for their 
transgression. “Tight” cultures have strong norms and low tolerance, 
while “loose” cultures have weak norms and high tolerance. 

October LILA guest Michele Gelfand’s research has shown the  
existence and impact of tight and loose cultures in a variety of settings. 
In a 33-nation study, Gelfand and colleagues revealed that countries 
can be characterized as tight or loose in culture. Tight nations have 
higher historical and current population density, higher projected  
population increase, a lack of natural resources, and a higher  
prevalence of natural disasters and communicable disease (Gelfand 
et al., 2011). Gelfand and colleagues theorize that in nations with few 
resources and many threats, strong social norms and punishment of 
transgressors are developed to facilitate the strong social  
coordination necessary for survival. Similar results have been found  
for the 50 United States (Harrington & Gelfand, 2014), as well as within 
and between organizations. 

Gelfand’s research shows us we can broadly characterize the  
differences between cultures in a fruitful typology, which then gives 
us insight into how people, institutions, and organizations within those 
cultures may differ. The tight/loose distinction is particularly fruitful 
because it applies at so many different levels of analysis.

NETWORKS AND CONTAGIONS
  
According to social network theory, a social network consists of a set 
of actors and the relations between them (Katz, Lazer, Arrow, & Con-
tractor, 2004). Social ties vary in terms of their strength—strong ties 
are friends and family while weak ties are acquaintances. One of the 
most striking findings from the study of social networks is the “strength 
of weak ties.” This finding (Granovetter, 1973) explains how weak ties 
between acquaintances can spread contagions like information or 
disease quickly and efficiently. These ties are thus weak relationally 
(low amounts of contact and investment) but strong structurally: “they 
provide shortcuts across the social topology” (Centola & Macy, 2007, 
p. 704). In other words, just a few weak, long ties make highly clustered 
social networks (those where everyone knows everyone else, but few 

people outside of the network) behave more like random networks.

However, LILA February guest Damon Centola has shown that the 
“strength of weak ties” is not universally true. Simple contagions—
where contagion only requires exposure to a single source—are easily 
spread through long, weak ties. Even if no one in Village A knows a soul 
in Village B where an outbreak of a disease is occurring, a single visit 
from a travelling salesman can spread the illness. But complex  
contagions are different, Centola argues. When behaviors are “costly, 
risky, or controversial, the willingness to participate may require  
independent affirmation or reinforcement from multiple sources”  
(Centola & Macy, 2007, p. 703). Although the travelling salesman may 
also show the villagers of Village A the exciting new practice of going 
for a morning jog, the villagers are unlikely to take up the new behavior 
with just one exposure! It’s only when many people in the same  
network begin to take up jogging that the behavior is likely to spread.

Centola’s research shows that behavioral changes require multiple 
sources of influence, which means that they spread more readily 
through a network that is clustered and homophilous. Cultural change 
agents who wish to inspire behavioral change might ask how they can 
connect people who are making changes with other people like them,  
in meaningful shared social settings.
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DR. MICHELE GELFAND 
Interdisciplinary Perspectives on the Strength of Social Norms

MODELING THE SYSTEM OF CULTURAL  
TIGHTNESS-LOOSENESS IN MODERN SOCIETIES
 
Michele presented her tight-loose model of culture and cultural  
evolution. She suggested that social norms, which are distinctly human, 
can be thought of as the glue that keeps members of a culture or  
community together because they help us predict each other’s  
behaviors. She pointed out that not only the content of social norms 
(e.g. whether or not you can chew gum or smoke weed in public) but 
also the strength of these norms (what happens when you deviate from 
the norm) varies considerably across cultures, sub-cultures and even 
situations. She described how this dimension of normative strength, 
which she refers to as the tightness or looseness of a culture, can be 
used to make sense of different trends in behavior and attitudes  
observed within society—e.g. rising obesity in the US, social  
revolutions across the globe. In her model, she explained, cultural 
tightness is associated with uniformity, order, restrictions and punishment 
for deviance; while cultural looseness is associated with variety, disorder, 
openness, and permissiveness. 
 
Drawing on her extensive research spanning six continents,  
thirty-three nations, and close to seven thousand participants, she  
presented research findings supporting two assumptions: 1) strong 
norms (tight cultures) organize and coordinate social action; and 2) 
coordinated social action is more important in nations where there are 
strong threats for survival. She then went on to highlight factors  
shaping and shaped by levels of cultural tightness and to explore  
implications for using this lens to think about and promote societal 
wellbeing.  

SOCIAL/ECOLOGICAL FACTORS LINKED TO  
TIGHTNESS-LOOSENESS
 
Michele noted that within cultures defined by similar levels of  
tightness, there is variation on other key variables (divergent  
validity). For example, there is no connection between GDP and  
tightness or looseness. Also, there is no connection between cultural 
values (the content of culture) and tightness (the strength of its norms 
around those values). Emphasizing this point, she presented the  

following research findings showing where different countries fall on a 
continuum of tightness-looseness.

At the same time, Michele indicated that certain factors do appear to 
be good predictors of cultural tightness or looseness. For example, high 
levels of diversity and debate can push a culture toward looseness. On 
the other hand, societal threats create the need for order (tightness) 
and coordination for survival (cooperative behavior). This is true, she 
mentioned, whether the threats are posed by other humans (e.g high 
population density, history of conflict between nations) or by nature 
(e.g. lack of natural resources, vulnerability to natural disasters, high 
levels of pathogens). 
 
Expanding on this finding, she presented research showing that  
ecological priming—including exposure to specific information or events 
in natural or constructed (e.g. labs) social contexts—can be used to 
artificially or temporarily heighten levels of perceived threat, and, thus, to 
provoke increased desire for more tightness. For example, after the Boston 
Marathon bombing, affected communities called for more tightness. 
Similarly, when interpreted through this lens, Trump can be seen as using 
territorial threat to “tighten” Americans (i.e., calls for harsher punishment 
of norm violators such as immigrants and women who choose  
abortions).
 

CULTURE AND SITUATIONS
 
Michele pointed out that every culture has strong and weak situations. 
Strong situations (e.g. library, Funeral, Harvard lecture) are  
characterized by tightness: they limit the number of behavioral  
patterns that are appropriate and leave little room for individual  
discretion. Weak situations (e.g. public park, one’s own room, drinks  
in Cambridge) are more characterized by looseness: they place few  
external constraints on individuals so a wide range of behavioral  
patterns are viewed as appropriate. However, there is variation across 
cultures in what defines a strong or weak situation. For example, the 
Tokyo Metro is much tighter than the NYC Subway. Further  
emphasizing the multi-level nature of the tight-loose model,  
Dr. Gelfand described research findings showing that this model holds 
predictive value at the state level as well (in the United States). 
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THE TIGHT-LOOSE TRADEOFF AND ADAPTIVE EVOLUTION
 
Michele emphasized that neither tightness nor looseness is inherently 
good or bad. For example, while loose cultures are more disorganized, 
they also tend to be much more creative. In other words, she  
suggested, we can think of it in terms of the existence of a tight-loose 
tradeoff. Tightness leads to more constraints and monitoring,  
self-control, uniformity and standardization, but dampens creativity. 
Looseness brings open mindedness and creativity, but if taken to  
extremes, or implemented without regard for historical or current 
threats to cultural survival, can lead to cultural disintegration (e.g. Sri 
Lanka).
 
Switching to the question of how to balance tightness and looseness in 
ways that are evolutionarily adaptive, Michele presented findings from 
studies in which researchers engaged participants in strategy games, 
varied levels of perceived threat, and examined levels of cooperative 
behavior. She found that as threat increased, the amount of cooperative 
strategies used by participants also increased. Her explanation for this 
finding is that in more threatened cultures, participants need to  
identify and weed out the non-cooperators to keep the society viable 
over time. Otherwise, those rogue elements undermine efforts of the 
group and hasten its demise. When Gelfand and colleagues used the 
models to study effects of changing the level of threat, they found that 
as levels of threat decreased, a wider variety of strategies become  
evolutionarily viable.
 

THE NEUROSCIENCE OF TIGHTNESS-LOOSENESS
 
Switching to a neuroscience lens, Michele presented her research  
examining neurological factors associated with tightness. She  
explained that she used EEG scans to examine brain activity during  
laboratory tasks and found that: attention to norm violations are  
universal, perceptions of higher level of cultural threat predicts brain  
activity, and cultural differences can be found at the neural levels. Notably, 
she reported, the biggest differences in brain activity were found in the 
frontal area, which is where we are thinking about punishment, cause, 
and effect.
  

Michele also presented research looking at whether increases in threat 
also increase the amount of brain synchrony (similarities in EEG  
readings) of two people participating in an interactive game. In one 
study in China, for example, her research team had study participants 
read an article talking about a) threat to China b) threat not local 3) no 
threat to China; and then had participants engage in various  
cooperative activities. They found that participants more quickly became 
coordinated in their activity, (and brain activity became more synchronized) 
in the presence of priming with higher levels of threat. Gamma brain  
synchrony in particular helped to explain this.
 

TIGHTNESS-LOOSENESS AND SOCIETAL WELLBEING
 
Finally, Michele talked about how this model can be used to think about 
societal wellbeing. Citing the works of Fromm, Durkheim, and others, 
she noted that sociologists for many years have examined the extent 
to which levels of tightness-looseness in a community can be seen as 
socially adaptive for that community. Michele’s research team  
predicted and found a curvilinear relationship between tightness and 
societal wellbeing. For example, they found that communities with 
tightness scores closer to the extremes, whether high or low, presented 
with higher levels of depression, high blood pressure, and suicide, and 
lower levels of happiness, compared to communities with tightness 
scores in the middle range. Looking across these different studies  
Michele concluded that extreme levels of tightness or looseness are  
maladaptive. 
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Damon began his presentation with the notion that culture is a group 
phenomenon and complex, illustrated by a school of fish—we must 
study the group together in order to understand its actors and how it 
functions. It is important to take a high level perspective on the  
dynamics of social change and how things work on a large scale (big 
populations) and what that means for its policy and application.
 
He then moved on to how social networks facilitate social diffusion. 
Social networks can be characterized by the notion that the people we 
know well also know each other; while people we do not know very 
well tend to not know the people we know. They act as connectors 
then, across the population, so those weak ties actually help transmit 
information—or the common cold—across populations. The “small 
worlds” model can allow cooperation to spread and merge more easily 
than “large worlds.”
 
Although there is a theoretical picture of how diffusion works, there 
is also empirical evidence that rubs up against it, causing somewhat 
of a puzzle. We have lots of evidence of culture spreading through 
clustered networks (residential and spatial networks play a key role in 
mobilization of social movements). On one hand, theory says weak ties 
spread information, but it appears that clustered networks also  
facilitate the process. So how do we reconcile these differences?
 
Damon notes that in his talk, he will introduce computation models as 
a tool for investigation. His main finding will be: when social or cultural 
change is difficult, clustered networks spread behaviors faster than the 
weak tie network. There have been an abundance of different models 
of diffusion so Damon and his team developed a new experimental 
method to test it.
 
The most famous large-scale network characterization is the  
aforementioned “Small World Model” (Granovetter, 1973). In small 
world model, the number of steps between people is reduced, because 
of the long-distance, weak ties. In a large world model, there are fewer 
or no long ties, so the ‘steps’ between people is much higher (and goes 
up when the size of the population goes up). 

The Small World model is good for spreading disease and information. 
Many ideas can be spread like viruses through contagions through 
single exposure.

DR. DAMON CENTOLA 
Spreading Cultural Contagions

 However not all ideas or behavior change spread through a single  
contagion. Complex contagions require multiple contacts. Damon 
posits that much of cultural diffusion actually does require more social 
reinforcement and is not as simple as the single-contact theory.
 
Some of the factors that cause us to seek more social reinforcement 
in decision-making: are uncertainty/risk (adoption of new technolo-
gies, risk-taking behavior), normative validation (appeal of avant-garde 
fashion, social norms, dieting), strategic interdependence (mobilizing 
strikes, recruitment to social movements, complementary technolo-
gies). The social support also serves as a kind of insurance; if things 
go wrong, we are not solely to blame (safety in numbers). He gave the 
example of a fax machine—noting that by itself, it is bulky and not so 
useful, but if everyone has fax machines, it becomes more effective.

 
COMPLEX CONTAGIONS

With complex contagions, mere exposure is not enough—people need 
a second opinion before adopting. So in the Large-Scale model, it takes 
time for a behavior to spread but in the Small-World model, because of 
the long-distance re-wiring, the diffusion seems to actually stop. This is 
specifically for the model where long-distance ties replaced close ties 
in places, rather than adding more long-distance ties in addition to the 
close ties, which would change the process.
 

NEIGHBORHOOD STRUCTURE

When local structures are disrupted, bridges become too narrow and 
while information can spread between them, the diffusion of behaviors 
are limited/halted. Different kinds of networks help spread different 
kinds of behaviors, so if multiple social contacts are needed for the 
adoption of new behaviors, findings show that weak ties may actually  
inhibit diffusion and large world models may be better for diffusion than 
small world networks.
 
People are not constant—we have varying thresholds of what  
influences our behavior change. In looking at how to re-wire networks, 
must also consider other factors like status (e.g., what if higher-status 
people demonstrate a certain behavior?)
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IMPLICATIONS

If you look at organizations or teams and there is a gap between groups, 
information is prevented from being shared. If you then have an  
information broker, they can help bridge the groups and improve the 
performance of the organization. The information broker himself has 
certain advantages (knowing the information, the prestige of know-
ing)—he may have different incentives than the organization itself. This 
kind of broker who spans “structural holes” may transfer information 
but not complex knowledge or cultural change (e.g., changes in gender 
conventions, promotions, etc). Whereas if the groups have more  
connections to each other—wide bridges—they can be a necessary  
conduit for information and behavior sharing. While an “individual 
broker” may feel a personal sense of value due to the exclusivity of 
knowledge he has, it is actually more valuable to the organization to 
establish other multiple ties between groups to facilitate the contagion 
of culture change.
 

NEW EMPIRICAL STUDIES

How can we build organization norms and spread the kinds of cultures we 
want to spread? We look to the internet to examine social change. It 
is difficult to test the formal theory—the parameters for developing 
empirical tests of social change processes include scale (large networks, 
fixed structures), temporality (longitudinal data on subject behavior 
and diffusion dynamics), and causality (reproducible design that other 
researchers can use). In order to show a pattern in network science, by 
studying a population of 100,000, you get one data point, not 100,000 
because it depicts one pattern of that group.
 

EXPERIMENTAL BEHAVIOR

“Culture of Health.” Information can spread through networks but does 
not mean that the behavior will change (e.g., information about using 
condoms in Africa may spread like viruses do, but do not equate to  
actual behavior change). Damon discussed an internet experiment 
where they partnered with an online health site “Your Disease Risk.” 
The study then examined a clustered network (large world) and a  

randomized network (small world) and looked at how people made  
decisions, examining how people behave when their neighbors are  
connected to each other versus not. The question is: if the social  
structure of their world is manipulated without them knowing it, will 
that affect their social behavior change? The behavior studied here was 
signing up for a health discussion forum that was tied to various ratings 
and showed them what their “buddies” were doing. The space allowed 
them to share information about these health services  —it did not exist 
outside the study, so nobody could access it without getting a message 
from a health buddy (part of the study and can be tracked).  
The question is not whether or not things spread, but how did it spread,  
and how did the social structure of the population affect diffusion?  
Leading to the question, can we construct a structure that will help 
things spread more quickly?

DIFFUSION OF BEHAVIOR

Damon’s study showed that complex contagions (like behavior change) 
spread more quickly in Large World networks, even though information 
can spread more quickly through weak ties and small world networks. 
Across six independent trials of the experiment, it appeared that: more 
people adopted the behavior in clustered networks and there was 
faster diffusion in clustered network. This is counter to the intuition 
of the past 40 years that if people have more exposure to each other 
(weak ties in the randomized network), then information and behaviors 
will spread more quickly. This study shows that not everything spreads 
like a virus, and in fact, behaviors spread more quickly through  
clustered networks because of social reinforcement. Additionally, it 
found that more reinforcement from more people led to increased 
rates of adoption behavior.
 

ADOPTION VERSUS COMMITMENT

The online data in the study allowed for further examination of not just 
adoption, but of engagement in the health forum. Damon looked at the 
likelihood of returning to the form based on how many signals were  
received from health buddies, and the findings showed that the  
increased number of signals did actually lead to more engagement in 
the forum.

FEBRUARY 2017  |  ADAPTIVE CULTURES: CREATING CULTURAL CONTAGIONS
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THINKING ABOUT CULTURAL CHANGE

Damon argues for the importance of growing “cultures”—thinking of 
using online communities to create “social petri dishes” to actually 
observe collective behavior under different structural conditions to see 
what really facilitates the spread of cultural contagions. Damon then 
presented a model of Seeding Change, where two different strategies 
were used: (1) a random seeding pattern and (2) a clustered seeding 
pattern. The clustered seeding pattern was found to lead to faster and 
more effective social behavior change by creating pockets that served 
to socially reinforce each other and diffuse the behavior more widely.
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From discussing contagion yesterday as a diffusion process, today,  
Damon discussed culture as an evolutionary process, a product of  
social interaction. Individuals learn about each other and adjust their 
own behaviors through interaction, creating norms between  
themselves and with others with whom they interact.

Contrary to popular belief, new norms do not always benefit society, 
and are sometimes enforced even by those who do not benefit from 
them. For example, in the Emperor’s Dilemma, no one wants to say that 
the Emperor is naked because it violates the norm.

In certain situations, norms are created through an institution.  
In political science, norms are dictated by exogenous forces, those in  
authority, which then generates coordination on that culture.  
In economics literature, equilibrium selection says that individuals 
choose between different options, selecting the one that is most  
efficient or generates more social approval than the others.  
In sociology, there is the idea that a norm becomes popular as it  
snowballs from early adoption by a few people to mass adoption.

But when there is no authority, no known options or values, and no  
coordination to mandate norms, people must define their culture 
through social evolution. In the event that this self-reinforcing culture 
does not serve the group, its changing is a function of the population of 
actors, and not just individuals. (Centola cited seminal work by  
Rosabeth Moss Kanter in 1977 on changing the culture of women in 
leadership positions in large organizations.) Surprisingly, the  
collective convergence around new norms does not depend on the 
quality of the solution selected, but instead on the social structure. 
Additionally, through interaction, individuals can create solutions that 
were otherwise unpredictable.

When formalizing culture, then, the options are unlimited, and new options 
can be introduced at any time. The expected payoffs of these options are the 
same. Individuals will attempt to coordinate locally, and there is no  
information about the population as a whole. 

A classic example of local cultural conventions changing is H-Day in 
Sweden, on September 3, 1967. After months of preparation, the  
country changed to driving on the right-hand side of the road. The  
individuals cared most about the local interactions, those drivers who 

DR. DAMON CENTOLA 
Creating Emergent Cultures: How to Build a Critical Mass

had not changed sides and were heading directly toward them!

Damon designed an experimental study called the “Name Game” to 
study cultural contagion within social networks, with the population 
as the unit of analysis. An individual would be asked to give a name to 
a face on the screen. For each of 20 rounds, if the name matched that 
given by his partner, and later by an interconnected larger network, 
they would win a monetary reward; a mismatch would cost them  
money. While some rare individuals would never coordinate, the  
majority would gradually coordinate through subsequent rounds.  
They created culture not through best ideas or respect for individuals, 
but instead through endogenous dynamics, choosing names as a  
function of interactions with others. Even with a homogenous mixing 
population, there was more diversity of names, but quicker  
convergence.

The phenomenon of critical mass, then, isn’t just a function of a point 
at which norms are now widely adopted; it is also a function of how 
people are communicating with one another. The structure of  
communication is critical to the adoption timeline. Culture emerges 
through connectedness! This process, once understood, can be  
coopted, for example in service of political goals.

There is still a “tipping point,” a point at which the critical mass is 
reached and the population converges on the new norm. At 25%  
adoption, there is a radical and instantaneous shift, culture change at 
a massive scale, one that was not perceptible even slightly below the 
25% threshold. More challenging conventions require more local rein-
forcing networks, and high-risk situations reach the 25% tipping point 
on a slower time. Still, the two main lessons hold true:  
connectedness facilitates cultural emergence, and a critical mass  
creates cultural change.
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Michele began her talk by reminding us that the strengths of tight 
organizations is that they are stable, efficient, and cohesive, while loose 
organizations are open to change and creative. However, it’s not  
always easy to say whether a given organization is tight or loose,  
because there is a great deal of variation: across industries, within 
industries, across units, and across occupations. 

Applying the flashlight of tight/loose to industry: tight industries 
include nuclear plants, hospitals, and construction. There is generally 
greater threat in tight industries; they require more order. There is also 
more oversight and regulations, to ensure high reliability and to offset 
threat. There is more accountability in tight industries. 

Loose industries include graphic design, tech, and advertising. In these 
industries, there is minimal to no safety risk; they are less formal and 
structured, with fewer rules. 

Within industry there’s also variation. Amazon is tight (management-
led, punitive, etc.) while Zappos is loose. Similarly, in the consulting 
industry, McKinsey is tight (“The McKinsey Way”) while IDEO is loose. 

Tightness/looseness can also vary by unit. Within the Ball Corporation, 
the packing unit is tight, with highly structured business processes, 
little management-employee collaboration, and iterative work. While 
at the aerospace division, R&D teams have little supervision and work 
on a large variety of projects, with a focus on innovation. At Deloitte, 
the auditing unit is tight with structured, clearly defined, procedural 
work and fixed standards; while consulting is loose, with less  
monitoring and more tolerance for ambiguity. 

Across occupations, jobs with tight characteristics (e.g., problem  
sensitivity, monitoring) relate to order. They include nuclear equipment 
operation technicians, pilots, government property inspectors, etc. 
Jobs with loose characteristics (e.g., artistic, thinking creatively) relate 
to creativity. They include choreographers, graphic designers, creative 
writers, etc. Within each occupation, an increased threat influences 
groups to seek greater order, but this results in less openness and  
innovation (a trade-off). 

Michele shared results from a study of cross-border mergers and  
acquisitions, at the national level. A large difference in the  

DR. MICHELE GELFAND 
Tightness-Looseness in Organizations

tightness-looseness score in the countries where the two firms operate 
negatively affects:

1. Shareholder wealth (i.e., reduction)
2. Time it takes to complete acquisition (i.e., prolongation)
3. Return on Assets (ROA) 

These results stand even when controlling for many variables (e.g., 
distance between target and acquirer nations, GDP per capita  
difference, % acquired and relative deal value of acquisition, prior  
acquisition experience). For example, when the bank DBS (from  
Singapore, with a very tight score of 10.4) took over Dao Heng Bank 
(from Hong Kong with a much looser score of 6.6) in 2001, the results 
were disastrous. Similar results were found when a German cable 
operator took over a Dutch one; and when a Singaporean telecom 
took over an Australian one. The difference in tight-loose scores led to 
cultural clashes.

Michele’s research also shows that tightness-looseness impacts what 
people want from their leaders. People from tight cultures value  
independent, autonomous leaders who do not rely on others. On the 
other hand, people from loose cultures prefer charismatic or  
team-oriented leaders, those with visions for the future or who are 
concerned with the welfare of the group. Examples of tight leadership 
can be found at General Electric (“The GE Way;” Six Sigma process); 
loose leadership can be found at Google (“servant leadership”). 

Organizational Practices differ between tight and loose organizations. 
Tight societies promote narrow socialization, focusing on rules and  
predictability; strong recruitment, selection, and training practices; 
more performance monitoring; more order, precision, stability,  
uniformity, and resistance to change. Loose societies promote broad 
socialization, focusing on flexibility and experimentation; weaker  
recruitment, selection, and training practices; less performance  
monitoring; and more deviance, diversity, innovation, and openness to 
change. 

Attraction-selection-attrition (ASA) process are also impacted by  
tightness/looseness. People with certain psychological characteristics 
are attracted to tight or loose organizations. In tight organizations, 
people are more likely to be risk-averse and conforming. They have 
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greater impulse control, and they have more in common with others in 
the organization in terms of attitudes and expectations. In loose  
organizations, people are more likely to be risk-takers and strivers. 
They are more open to change and have less impulse control. There is 
more variance in attitudes and behavior. 

Michele presented a question, “How can we combine the value of  
following social norms that helps us coordinate with the value of  
defying social norms that brings innovation?” She shared two possible 
models that might be answers. The first is the “separate but equal” 
model. The organization has a common vision with integrated  
leadership but differentiates by unit (with some units being tighter  
and others looser). USA Today tried to do this between print and online. 
While the print division stayed tight, the online unit was free to operate 
independently with a loose organizational structure. 

The second model is the “hybrid model,” where organizations strive 
to get the best of both tight and loose cultures. For example, NASA 
selects crews where astronauts need to exemplify both tight and loose 
strengths. They have to strictly follow technical procedures, but they 
must also demonstrate adaptability and fluid intelligence in the face of 
unpredictable events. 

Michele ended her talk by summing up what a tight-loose lens can  
contribute to organizations and leaders. It can help us: 

• Diagnose where organizations, units, teams, and domains are on 
the TL continuum.

• Understand why they are in that place in the here and now.
• Change the TL in that context if needed. 

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES & ARTICLES

The Psychological Research that Helps Explain the Election,  
Maria Konnnikova, The New Yorker

Theory Map of Tightness–Looseness (visual)

Nations: Loose or Tight? Gareth Cook, boston.com

→

→

→
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HOW CAN WE FIND THE RIGHT BALANCE OF 
TIGHT-LOOSE IN AN ORGANIZATION?
Mike Ottesen (3M), Michelle Green (ISV), Peter Roberts (ISV), Kelly Brown (Hyster-
Yale), Laurent Bernard (Steelcase), Michele Gelfand, notes by Anita Krishnan (LILA)

INSIGHTS
• Both tight and loose cultures exist at different levels and in 

different parts of the same organization—it is important to 
identify them.

• Embrace tight-loose as a paradox and polarity and we can 
leverage the strength of both.

• External factors can pose threats which may affect the level 
of tightness/looseness needed at a given time; there will be a 
tipping point and it is important to pay attention to signs and 
adapt.

• If people in an organization are clear on the purpose of  
different conditions (tight/loose) and why they are important, 
perhaps they will better be able to find the balance  
themselves.

ACTIONS
• Map the polarity of tight-loose cultures in an organization 

with specific goals in mind.
• Work to build cross-functional empathy and understanding 

within an organization.
• Leaders can engage people in understanding the functions of 

tight-loose cultures in the organization.

MYSTERIES
• Since both the macro and micro levels have the tight and 

loose cultures, how do you navigate that? How can you ask 
people to follow the rules one day and then not the next?

 
 

SUMMARY
The group discussion began with a story about diverse groups at 
3M and the members commented on how both tight and loose 
cultures exist within an organization, on different levels and  
potentially even within groups. They discussed how people may 
be unclear of how to navigate these different cultures and how  
a clear understanding of where the cultures exist and the  
purpose for them could be helpful in finding the balance. They 
talked about how both structure (tight) and independence (loose) 
are necessary for creativity and innovation.
 
The group then walked through an example of a polarity mapping 
exercise, drawing on lessons learned from last year’s gathering 
with Barry Johnson. They discussed how employees could benefit 
from cross-functional training and how building cultural empathy 
between parts of an organization could potentially help  
employees understand the different cultures that exist. ISV  
members shared a case about distributing money from the 
government to schools and how they have learned to interpret 
guidelines both tightly and loosely, depending on the context, in 
order to get the job done and achieve the best outcome possible 
for all parties involved.
 
They moved on to discuss how external factors can influence an 
organization’s need for a tight or loose culture and how threat 
can lead to tightness, but once the threat has dissipated, a loose 
culture may be more beneficial. They noted the importance of 
having a shared language to talk about things like tight-loose 
within an organization and learning how to recognize the signs 
of when the balance is being thrown off, or an organization has 
moved too far in one direction. Finally, the group explored ways 
to promote understanding of the co-existence of tight-loose  
cultures within an organization through coaching, engaging  
leaders, and functional trainings.

DISCUSSION INQUIRY GROUPS

DISCUSSION INQUIRY GROUPS
Days 1 & 2
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HOW CAN WE USE THE TIGHT-LOOSE FRAME  
TO EFFECT CULTURAL CHANGE?
Clarae Reynolds (Hyster-Yale), Kirk Messick (ETS), Josh Alwitt (Sapient), facilitated  
by David; notes by Sarah Nehrling

INSIGHTS
• Tightness and looseness should be applied to fit each domain 

depending on its purpose (desired impact).
• Norms of being tight or loose can affect what your  

organization or team can and cannot do.

ACTIONS
• Remember to look at polarities when trying to actively 

change your organizational culture.

MYSTERIES
• If you completely detach a sub-network and change their 

ruleset, like with Skunkworks, can you then force a culture 
change, often from tightness to looseness, onto that  
sub-network?

SUMMARY
After clarifying the question, the group first took a step back to 
ask themselves if tightness-looseness can drive cultural change, 
and how to know when and for whom it has the most power to 
drive this change. They agreed that the framework does seem 
like a useful lens through which to examine their cultures, and so 
would likely play a role in changing the culture. For example, one 
organization spends three days of its onboarding time to focus 
on the company culture, in an attempt to keep its loose culture 
strong.
 
David mentioned that an organization can tighten by  
“normifying” a value, thus ensuring outward alignment to  
otherwise less tangible ideas. Other members had examples of 

how leadership responded to a set of environmental changes  
by searching to be looser. They attempted to translate  
innovation, a characteristic of looseness, from a value to a norm 
in the organizations by developing specific teams in charge of  
innovation. These “innovation tribes,” often physically  
separated from the rest of the organization, had mixed success. 
They needed to interact with the larger organization if innovation 
were to become part of the main culture, but in doing so were 
often overpowered by the existing culture; they were still a moon 
in its planet’s orbit.

What if instead we recognize that each team has an inherently 
different purpose, and needs a culture that supports that  
purpose? Recognizing the gap between the team’s current culture 
and its optimal culture is then key. The group discussed, as an  
example, an organization’s teleworking policies. Some  
organizations have a policy that allows or even promotes remote 
work. One organization has even become tightly loose around 
their remote work, using a questionnaire to define if an employ-
ee’s situation meets their standard criteria for partial  
teleworking. Another organization fears that, given their tight 
culture, liberalizing teleworking could create a sense of  
unfairness for those whose responsibilities dictate that they must 
come into the office.

Finally, the group circled back to the fundamental assumption 
that an organization’s culture should change. They suggest that, 
instead of looking at an ultimatum of changing or dying,  
organizations should look at polarities. Celebrate and appreciate 
the old, but also be ready to let go of certain cultural practices 
that are not working as well.
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Damon spoke to a few of these topics in turn. In terms of seeding 
engagement in an online course, his team has built over the past 
year an application which will be beta tested and ventured soon. 
Maintenance is a big issue with online ed (high drop-out rates), 
and cluster seeding helps maintenance. There is reinforcement 
by other people’s appreciation of the content. MOOCs mostly 
use a lone learner model, so it’s important to ask, could we create 
clusters of support and interest? Local clusters are like  
incubators for social change. If you get it going really well in one 
area, it will spread. 

Damon shared an anecdote about the site patientslikeme.com.
When people have rare diseases, it’s something someone is very 
concerned with but they can’t find others who also feel  
passionate about it. Patients Like Me is trying to create a space 
online to connect. Create a space and “it manufactures influence.” 
But first, you have to figure out the social capital users actually 
need and want. In this case it is information, but that varies. 

Damon shared that he chose to do a health study because he was 
looking for a domain where people interacted with strangers and 
those interactions were influential and consequential. His social 
network fit these features: people have to want to be there; it 
is useful for them; and they are given contacts that are relevant 
for them. It was also useful that the site was anonymous; it made 
people feel safe to share their social capital and expertise. 

Someone shared that they experienced the power of social  
pressure personally. She got 3 invitations from neighbors to join 
the local social network site Next Door, so she did. Another  
organization started Lean In Circles, and that became a contagion. 
The local groups of 6-8 people seem to form a clustered network. 

Damon shared a story about Building 20 at MIT. MIT is arranged 
around faculty wings, hallways where people share similar work. 
Building 20 was for people who didn’t fit into a corridor. It has 
been the highest yielding area for patents and innovations! 
Because people chat with people who are near them (e.g. at the 
watercooler), the people in Building 20 had the advantage of 

DISCUSSION INQUIRY GROUPS

HOW DO YOU DESIGN AN INTERVENTION  
OR AN ORGANIZATION WITH SOCIAL NETWORK  
ENGINEERING? 
David Hooton (Cigna), Teresa Roche (LILA), Damon Centola, Carla Diogo (Deloitte), 
Mary Lass Stewart (Publicis.Sapient), Christine Nasserghodsi (GEMS), Michelle Green 
(ISV), Trisha Aquintey (CIA) 

INSIGHTS
• You can use social pressure or reinforcement (“all your peers 

are doing this!”) to spread desirable behaviors. 

ACTIONS
• Cause contagion by creating space and access to social  

capital; harness the power of meaning; build on the  
connections that already exist. 

• Need to create a space for people to come together?  
Manufacture influence, give people social capital space. 

MYSTERIES
• How can we use insights from the online space to spread 

social networks in person? And vice-versa? 

SUMMARY
This group was interested in using the social network  
structuring from Damon’s health network research in the real 
world. We began by sharing our specific contexts that made us 
interested in the topic:

• Could we seed some percentage of super-users to spread 
engagement in a very large online course (MOOC)? 

• Could use use these networks to spread innovations in our 
organization?

•  We want a wellbeing platform with gamification in an app; 
how can we best get people engaged? 

• We want an “intelligence officer first” mentality. Can we use 
social networks to support this mindset shift? 

• We want sustainable behavioral change. Social contagions 
should help, but how do we actually execute that? 
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SUMMARY
This topic came from a member whose organization is  
undergoing a transition. This execution-oriented organization 
(“Exec”) is acquiring an innovation-oriented organization  
(“Innov”) that had previously focused only on product innovation. 
The organizations began their partnership with the goal of  
connecting their respective strengths in innovation and  
execution to bring a new product to market. 

Now, with the acquisition, Exec’s tight culture is clashing with 
Innov’s loose culture, making it difficult for both teams to make 
the product market-ready. As Exec attempts to impose its tighter 
culture on Innov, the risk of Innov employees leaving, and taking 
their innovation with them, increases.

The group came up with two main options for how best to handle 
the cultural conflict:

• Create a third culture: Merge the best of both organizations, 
the essence of what each culture, and integrate them into a 
new third culture and a new, shared identity. This option does 
not exclude replacing members of Innov who cannot seem to 
espouse this new culture.

• Create a transitional culture, a “lifeboat culture”: In a survival 
situation, introducing an entirely new culture could be seen 
as an additional risk. Instead of a persistent third culture, 
a transitional culture, or “lifeboat culture,” can be adopted 
to weather the imminent storm without the pressure of 
long-term adoption. This culture may become the core of an 
eventual third culture, or it may be discarded after the goals 
are met.

They also suggested:
• Be very transparent about your goals: Explain to Innov teams 

the reason behind introducing more tightness, in this case, 
making innovation something that is more durable in the 
marketplace.

• Get tactical about contagion: Identify people who will act as 
change agents, and plan for the strategic contagion of this 
new culture through these core agents.

• Design thinking, ownership, understanding/empathy

maximum diversity at their fingertips. This led to new syntheses 
and creativity. The group wondered, can we think of overlapping 
neighborhoods in a physical way within our organizations? 

The group wondered, if you have engaged clusters within the  
network, but they are far apart, how do they then spread to the 
rest of the system? Some attempts at connecting across networks 
fail. For example, Christine shared that GEMS has a social  
network for sharing lesson plans and no one uses it, and no one 
likely will unless it is mandatory. There seems to be issues of 
trust, time, and habit involved in the spread of new behaviors. 
Damon shared that one way to help is to group people based on 
identity, because sharing with similar people is reinforcing. 

TWEET
• Making space for social capital #manufacturingchange

HOW DO WE FOSTER AND DEVELOP THE “THIRD” 
 CULTURE (WHEN THEY ARE EXTREMES)? 
Clarae Reynolds (Hyster-Yale), Kelly Brown (Hyster-Yale), David Hooton (Cigna), and 
others; notes by Sarah Nehrling 

INSIGHTS
• Fostering the emergence of a transitional or “lifeboat culture” 

in crisis situations can allow cultures to merge without the 
pressure of instantly creating a long-term culture.

ACTIONS
• During a cultural transition:

• Be very transparent about your goals
• Get tactical about contagion
• Remember the importance of identity

• Identify whether or not this is a crisis situation, with  
immediate goals and high-stakes consequences.

MYSTERIES
• Can one culture oversell its contributions to the common 

goal?
• Can two separate cultures, one tight and one loose, co-exist 

and still meet their common goals?
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Fort Collins
• Fluid space between tightness and looseness—are we 

trying to adapt a culture or become more adaptive 
ourselves?

• The importance of understanding and expressing the 
context; the importance of explaining our constraints 
even when we appear to be loose—creating safety and 
predictability even within a loose culture.

• Surface tensions and anticipate what might be  
threatening about decisions. 

• How do we help teams navigate the space between 
tightness and looseness? Example: police force  
engaging with their teams and with the community at 
large—“the social police officer.”

 
The Home Team

• Is it unrealistic to ask most people to swing between  
tightness and looseness? We may fall on either side, but  
can we tweak in the margins.

• Moving from present to future
• Police officers reacting flexibly, moving from  

enforcement to engagement.
• Letting people choose whether to work within.

 
Bechtel

• Tight organizational background trying to become more 
loose.

• Safe company trying to innovate needs rules around  
innovation.

• People like to be informed in advance —understanding the 
knock-on effects of innovation—budget, human resources, 
other procedures. 

• Michele: rules around baby-steps towards innovation
• The importance of engagement —bringing people along rather 

than jumping right into transformation or disruption.

Additional Comments
• Let’s agree on what’s negotiable.
• Where are we willing to take risks? There are threats on both 

sides.

• Remember the importance of identity: When discussing the 
cultural transition, frame the new culture around additive 
identity. Ensure that everyone feels ownership of the new 
culture, without feeling that they are losing the best parts of 
their own organization’s culture. Reinforce each team’s roles, 
as a reminder of a common purpose but separate strengths. 
Avoiding a high-risk feeling during this transition is important, 
as organizations could otherwise react with threat-based  
responses by tightening around their respective cultures. 
Using design thinking processes, fostering empathy, and 
focusing on common goals can all help the organizations to 
navigate a new shared identity together.

HOW DO YOU OPERATE IN THE “MIDDLE SPACE”  
BETWEEN TIGHT AND LOOSE?
[Different note-taking structure due to snow-day!]

OUR OWN INTERESTS
Peter and Kerri: ISV currently operates between tight and loose, 
the challenge of the tightness of operations and the looseness 
of service within the organization, how do tight and loose teams 
interact with one another? How can we get everyone to  
understand how we can best work in the middle? Respecting  
the rules while allowing for deviance?

• The importance of negotiation—helping one another frame 
the conversation, where the actors are coming from.

• Understanding the rationale of the rule—why is it in place? 
The spirit of the rule?

• How to best “navigate” the middle space, working within 
what fits for the organization, all have different roles with  
different relationships with the schools.

• The importance of sorting out face-to-face.
• Venn diagram—the ratio of tightness and looseness changes 

depending on the teams interacting and the purpose of the 
interactions.

• Negotiation happens in the center space of the Venn diagram.
• Functional roles—tight; ISV service providers—loose; schools 

might be tight or loose.

DISCUSSION INQUIRY GROUPS
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So the large organization needs controls in place to keep 
those rogue subcultures under control. In Army, they  
transition in which cultures they are enacting based on who 
they interact with. 

• There is greater need for tightness because the costs of  
violation could be higher if it’s on a larger scale. 

 
Complexity

• Maybe size doesn’t really have anything to do with it because 
small could be very tight. 

• Complexity might have more to do with it. For complexity is 
it better to have a tight organization with loose components? 
Categorization and norms might serve the same purpose.  
Do we need to categorize in order to manage the complexity?

 
Conclusion

• It is difficult to address the question of parameters without a 
fuller understanding of tight and loose and how those  
dynamics play out in real organizations.

• Links to polarity. Rather than thinking Tight vs Loose, walk to 
the fears of the other pole; how will you know if you’ve gone 
too far?

• First, do we even want to be in the middle space? Do we even 
agree on what the middle is?

TWEET
• Let’s meet in the middle. Shared purpose and negotiated  

parameters help people navigate the tight-loose space. 

HOW DOES THE SIZE/COMPLEXITY OF THE  
ORGANIZATION MATTER IN OPTIMIZING  
TIGHTNESS-LOOSENESS? 
[Different note-taking structure due to snow-day!]
Participants: Amanda Home Team Academy; Sokol – Hunt; Patrick - Bechtel
Gene – US Army; Michele Rigolizo (LILA)

Key Question: What are the parameters that impact  
optimization of tight or loose in an organization?
 
The group circled around what is tight and what loose. They 
offered that for small organizations, it could go either way. But 
larger orgs more likely lean towards tightness for the purpose of 
coordination. 
 
But there are exceptions (Google, LinkedIn?). Maybe these orgs 
are tight around loose values?
 
They then explored the underlying principle of tight/loose.

1. How much are you punished for violating a norm and this 
seems related to the cost of that violation on the group.

2. Maybe it’s the degree of threat because punishment can be 
high in loose.

3. Tight/loose could be a level of formalization. Prescriptive 
rules vs freedom to act. 

 
OTHER KEY PARAMETERS.
Size 

• A large org has subcultures and the likelihood that a violator 
subculture is greater because these subcultures are removed. 
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DEFINING ADAPTIVE CULTURES
• Cultures

• In terms of norms
• Fractally—subunits, different roles, power variations; “shine 

the flashlight” to distinguish variation within the whole

• Adaptive Cultures
• Not adaptED; any culture is at least somewhat adaptED 

to its current circumstances; ex. Corporate subunit is tight 
because tightness is well-suited to its culture

• AdaptIVE; supports adaptation, possibly changing itself in 
the process

• Evolutionary model—culture as an adaptive  
phenomenon; some are better at it than others

• To different degrees, but no obvious transition
• Ex. After noticing a need to be tighter, how easy is 

it to embrace this required tightness?
• Damon’s explanation of how complexities of 

network structure strongly influence the spread 
of cultural norms, so “we can’t declare a designer 
culture into being”

VALUING ADAPTIVE CULTURES
• Important in the contemporary world, given the need to  

constantly adapt to rapidly changing contexts
• Ex. ecological niches created and roles changing after  

meteor wiped out the dinosaurs

• Shortfalls when adaptation is left to happen on its own
• Groups falling on less-than-optimal areas of tight-loose  

continuum, reinforced by maladaptive norms created by 
certain network processes

• Culture reacting to threat by tightening, leading to:
• False adaptation, if threat triggered by manipulative 

political figures
• Over-tightening, or “cultural clenching”, which is  

adaptive but does not allow for nimble innovation

DAVID PERKINS
Winter 2017 - The 10,000 Foot View

UNDERSTANDING ADAPTIVE CULTURES
• Tight/Loose as a classic polarity (guest Mary Uhl-Bien); extremes 

are maladaptive, and middle is best
• Tight/Loose needing to oscillate over time for polarity  

management (guest Barry Johnson)
• Tight/Loose culture as a complex contagion (guest Damon  

Centola), propagated through adoption processes

FOSTERING ADAPTIVE CULTURES
• Three solutions to polarities

•  Choice: strong position, but not necessarily adaptive
•  Balance: find the best middle zone, safe but not optimal
•  Synergy: find the best of both worlds

• Synergy in the tight/loose polarity
•  Modular sub-cultures: tuned to their various roles; could 

include Skunkworks
•  Structured looseness: loose practices and norms, with 

structure around them
• Ex. rapid prototyping - highly structured process for 

loose thinking, with minimized risk and fast pace
• Ex. human rights – permissions for those who choose 

to take certain actions and sanctions against those 
who inhibit these actions; leveraging tightness in  
service of targeted loosenesses

• Meta culture of adaptability: more awareness of cultural 
game, tradeoffs involved, structures that served it; 
 conversations current state and necessary adjustments, 
appropriate structured loosenesses

• Problem of implementation: need awareness of network  
substrate of culture spread when engineering our cultures in 
order to bring them into being
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